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Abstract: In the context of smart cities, more and more real time information is available to a better
management. The paper shows how to extract relevant decisional knowledge from the open data
sources of the city of Barcelona, regarding different aspects of the city behaviour. The main purpose of
this work is to get a better understanding of the relationships between climatic conditions, air quality
and traffic in the city of Barcelona. A data science approach if followd to combine all these independent
data sources into a single working data matrix to be properly exploited.
Detailed preprocessing has involved great efforts as the different opendata sets provide data at different
granularities regarding both time (every 5 minutes, hourly, daily) and space (methereological stations
are not necessarily placed near the traffic monitoring points or the air quality stations). Signifficant efforts
have been done to develop a correspondence model between stations of the three data sources and
spatio-temporal interpolation has been required to build de reference dataset to be further analyzed
through data mining methods. Georeference of the three networks of stations (climatic, air quality and
traffic) have been used inside a GIS to establish the proper correspondence model. The work shows
how the preprocessing of different kinds of data can be encompassed into a global Data Science
process useful to support environmental plans in the city
In a second step, a clustering model is performed to identify typical climatic-pollution-traffic scenarios
in the city and profiling techniques have been used to identify the areas of the city following each
scenario at certain time intervals.
Global association among all variables is analyzed by means of factorial analysis methods. Clusters
are then projected on the factorial map to confirm profiling synthesis with global associations between
variables.
The results show a synthetic view of the city behaviour and the relationships among climatic conditions,
air quality and intensity of traffic at different periods of the week.
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